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Editorial 
This issue of the Nivedini covers a wide range of subjects and themes, mostly related to Sri Lanka, with one 
article dealing with  reproductive health in Lesotho. The editorial board has been debating whether Nivedini 
should focus on one theme and explore the subject comprehensively or deal with a variety of subjects.. The 
idea of a thematic issue of the journal was abandoned as we felt such an idea would limit the choices both 
for the authors and the readership. Besides, there was the practical problem of identifying expert scholars 
on the themes we select.

In this issue of the journal two papers deal with particular ideological constructions: The first, 
“Gendering the Colonized and Dressing the De-Colonized Female Body,” considers the female dress code 
as it is affected by the male gaze. It deals with the subject of clothing the female body and  with  its 
relationship to the construction of masculine identity in Sri Lanka.  It uses extensive empirical data to 
summarize the development of Sri Lankan men’s preferences regarding the way in which women dress. The 
question it poses indirectly is why have women not exercised their right to dressing themselves according 
to their own desires -- or the men, for that matter. 

The second paper deals with   “The Victorious Soldier:  Portrayal of Militarized Masculinities in 
Contemporary Sinhala Films”. Film producers in Sri Lanka seem to have made these films with certain 
undoubtedly political motives. Further, they lack representativeness and realism.  They selectively depict 
very unreal constructions of characters and motives to appease certain sections of the populace.  Supra-
Nationalism is the core value of these films, which display clear and disturbing ethnic biases.  At a time 
when the Sri Lankan state and its progressive allies in various civil society organizations are grappling 
to find ways and means of achieving national reconciliation after a 30-year civil war based on ethnic 
prejudices, producing such films is likely to exacerbate ethnic prejudice and impede the efforts  to achieve 
national unity. 

Two other papers pick up the issues of the economically “unproductive” liberal arts graduates who are 
pushed out of the universities and pushed into the public and private sectors in Sri Lanka.  The paper that 
deals with the problems that arise in the families of women workers speaks of the law that is inadequate 
to protect the rights of these laboring women. They deserve the attention that is needed presently when we 
Sri Lankans are facing a crisis of losing the life of one of our citizens who is contributing to the foreign 
exchange earnings for us. The nameless young woman who is alleged to have had an extra-marital affair is 
given a sentence of stoning to death. This inhuman Sharia law, apart from being a violation of human rights, 
is also an indicator of the gender unequal, patriarchal laws even in the 21st Century. 

Sexual harassment is a persisting problem at various places. It happens while travelling by buses or 
by foot or at the work place. There are many internal mechanisms in work places in addition to the national 
law on sexual harassment. What is disturbing is the inadequacy of all of them. The author, who is taking a 
critical review of the laws, comes up with a few recommendations, which, if implemented, may meet with 
some success either in eradicating or minimizing sexual harassment. The issues raised in these two papers 
must be given the attention they deserve for corrective or remedial actions. 

Another paper deals with the problem of providing equal treatment in services to Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transsexuals and Intersex individuals in Lesotho. While this provision is denied to many women 
across Asia and particularly South Asia, to argue for the rights of another special category of women speaks 
a lot about the disparity of the women’s rights across nations North and South. However, rights cannot be 
denied to anyone and we have to go on struggling and engage in multi-faceted campaigns to achieve the 
status of parity across the globe.

We thank the contributors for their interest in our journal.
Selvy Thiruchandran


